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1 Introduction

The capturing of real-world objects with the aid of sensors and the creation of computer-based 3D

models is a well-established task and becomes increasingly more important with a growing range

of applications. The main purposes of modeling 3D objects’ geometries and photo-realistic surface

properties are the visualization of information, the support in computer-aided 3D planning and de-

signing as well as the acquisition of knowledge from the environment. The manual creation of such

models (by hand) is expensive and time-consuming, thus an automatic capturing often is desired.

Our application of interest is the reconstruction of (industrial) work cells. We want to determine the

occupied space for robot tasks like path planning and collision detection. Also we aim at tracking

humans in order to robustly capture their localization and pose in the surveillance volume, e.g. to

derive knowledge about their behavior that might be helpful in human-robot cooperations. Current
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sensors can only capture objects partially. Thus, several views of an object are required to gain

sufficient information about its geometry and surface properties to be reconstructed. 3D recon-

struction algorithms process captured sensor data and perform a sensor data fusion. There are two

principles to implement this. One way is to use a single sensor and produce several images subse-

quently from different views of the object. The other way is to use a network of several sensors that

work in parallel and capture data simultaneously, from different views and positions in space. The

latter is more adequate for online reconstruction purposes with strong limitations to the run-time.

The choice of sensor technology is a matter of the application as well as advantages and disadvan-

tages concerning resolution, cost, measurement principle (passive or active) and other properties.

For instance, active sensors such as laser scanners, sonar, structured light (e.g. the original Kinect

sensor1), time-of-flight cameras or PMD cameras have a susceptibility towards reflective (metallic)

surfaces. Other factors such as interference, absorption, sensing range, energy consumption, etc.

also have to be considered. Thus passive sensors might still be preferred, as in our work. Our

system consists of multiple calibrated and synchronized color cameras, which monitor a common

surveillance volume. The calibration2 is easily accomplished by capturing light points at different

locations in the dark surveillance volume that were used as input for the calibration method to

produce a linear system that is over determined. An approximative solution (of extrinsic and in-

trinsic parameters) is provided by an iterative error minimizing process. A mapping to our known

world coordinate system is conducted with known points of a special registration object. This also

produces a correct scaling parameter for the camera positions.

The surveillance volume contains known obstacles such as tables and racks, as shown in Figure

(Fig.) 1, which are modeled as triangle meshes. Humans moving inside the surveillance volume

are a priori unknown and called objects. The goal is a 3D online reconstruction of the scene, espe-
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Fig 1 Work cell with unknown objects (humans) and known static obstacles (colored violet) that cause occlusions.

cially of the objects, to obtain a good approximation of the objects’ geometries as well as a good

colorization of their surfaces. In this work, we provide two algorithms for the accelerated compu-

tation of a visual hull and a photo hull under consideration of occlusions caused by obstacles. A

shorter form of these algorithms has been published lately,3 but this work provides an improved

and more precise presentation with additional images.

1.1 Overview

We present two GPU algorithms for an accelerated reconstruction of a photo hull and a visual hull

that incorporates all available pixel information to gain high exactness in computation with little

loss of information. For this reason more quality can be expected concerning the reconstruction

results than with several other existing methods. Moreover, knowledge about obstacles is included,

so that the algorithms can be applied as online reconstruction method for surveillance scenes with

occlusions. The visual hull serves as input for the photo hull. It provides an initial upper bound of

the reconstruction volume and thus enables a better run-time for computing the photo hull. At every

time step t, the visual hull is reconstructed from silhouette images that result from segmenting all

camera images with a background subtraction method. A segmentation also is required for the
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photo hull reconstruction as the equally colored walls of the work cell (see Fig. 1) lead to a

premature termination of the algorithm otherwise (due to undesirable color consistencies). We

apply a specific exact and conservative concept for a visual hull that handles the occlusions of the

obstacles from the scene so that the reconstruction contains the objects completely. We published

this concept in a former work.4 In Section (Sec.) 3.1.4 our new algorithm of that visual hull is

provided for a faster computation on the GPU.

For reconstructing an online photo hull, in Sec. 3.2 we present an adapted algorithm of the

so called generalized voxel coloring with item buffer (GVC-IB).5 To enable the transfer of the

GVC-IB method to the GPU convenient modifications are applied, e.g. the incorporation of an

incremental computation of the color consistency criterion as well as the usage of the anytime

concept6 in order to enforce a termination of the algorithm after a defined computation time T .

One main issue that demands the utility of the GPU for both reconstruction methods is the fast and

efficient computation of the complete voxel-pixel projections. With a higher number of cameras at

high resolution, the online computation of the projections is too slow and an offline computation

cannot be stored in the host’s memory (at present). Therefore, different rendering techniques

(texture mapping, raycasting) are examined. Furthermore, the computation time for the complete

processing pipeline is analyzed as well as the quality of the resulting photo hull. The experimental

evaluation, described in Sec. 4, is conducted with image sequences from a real-world work cell

and from a simulation. Our algorithms are provided in Sec. 3. The results are summarized in Sec.

5. The following Sec. 2 gives an overview of related work.
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(a) (b)

Fig 2 Shape-from-Silhouette principle7 (visual hull): (a) Shown is a non-convex object (dark grey) in 3D space and two
silhouette images from the object with different viewpoints. (b) The reconstruction resulting from a back-projection
of the silhouettes does not provide all details of the original shape. Additional cuboids (light grey) are reconstructed.

2 State of the Art

2.1 Visual Hull

Shape-from-Silhouette methods (SfS) are commonly used for the geometric approximation of ob-

jects in 3D space. These methods use silhouette images with different views as input and accom-

plish for each image a back-projection of the silhouette resulting in a 3D visual cone. Each visual

cone has an unlimited depth and provides only the knowledge that the object of interest must be lo-

cated somewhere inside (given a complete silhouette). The geometric approximation of the object

is obtained by intersecting the visual cones of several camera views (called volume intersection).

The idea of the SfS approach was already published in 1974.8 Laurentini introduced the term

visual hull.9 Overall, the SfS approaches of the visual hull are easy and fast to compute, but do

have their limitations, as shown in Fig. 2. Not all non-convex objects can be reconstructed with

sufficient quality even with a high amount of cameras. Details about the reconstructability of

different object geometries can be found in the works of Laurentini.7, 10 For the computation of

the visual hull, different representations and data structures are applied. Surface-based methods,

e.g. polyhedrons have been investigated11–13 as well as volume-based methods like voxels14, 15 and

conexels.16 Polyhedrons, e.g. triangle meshes, require a more complex contour extraction step
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Fig 3 Influence of occluders on background subtraction: (a) Reference image of scene with occluders. (b) Image of
the scene with occluders and object of interest (human). (c) Output from a background subtraction method: binary
silhouette image. As parts of the human are occluded, the silhouette is not complete and will lead to an erroneous
reconstruction.

for the images, e.g. with help of search algorithms. In comparison, volume-based methods use

segmentation algorithms for the automatic creation of binary silhouette images, where all silhouette

pixels can be back-projected into 3D space separately, exhibiting implicit parallelism. For this

reason and a variety of other advantages like easy access, storage and management we use voxel

data in our reconstruction algorithms.

Typically, background subtraction algorithms (also known as change detection17) are applied

for the segmentation of (moving) objects in sequences of images (see Figure 3). The principle of

such methods is, that for each camera one or several images are taken in order to create a represen-

tative reference image or background model from the scene, that does not contain objects of inter-

est. In the monitoring mode of the system all new camera images are compared to that reference.

When unknown objects occur in the scene their appearance usually differs from the reference, so

that a segmentation of the objects can be accomplished. Problematic for the reconstruction of the

visual hull are erroneous silhouette images, which can easily occur with a background subtraction

method. Noise and shadows might lead to larger silhouettes and therewith to more coarse visual

hulls. On the other hand, clipped silhouettes can arise from similar appearances of objects and
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Fig 4 Concepts of occlusion handling for the visual hull: (a) Incomplete visual hull caused by clipped silhouette
images from background subtraction due to occluding obstacles. (b) Occlusion Masks:15 Silhouette information of
known static occluders is added to the output of the background subtraction. All parts of the objects are located within
the visual hull, but also more additional empty volumes are reconstructed (called pseudo objects or ghost volumes).
(c) Less ghost volumes are reconstructed by using 3D geometry information of the static occluders in order to create
depth images that are combined with the silhouette images from the background subtraction.

backgrounds in the images or due to occlusions in the scene. The latter is caused by static obsta-

cles present during reference creation. Thus, objects of interest might be partially or completely

occluded for some or all the cameras, which leads to clipped silhouette images as shown in Fig. 3

and for this reason to incomplete visual hulls, that might not fully include the objects of interest

(see Fig. 4 (a)).

Different approaches exist to handle the discussed occlusion problem. One method15 uses

occlusion masks (binary masks in the image space of the static occluders), which are added to the

output silhouettes from the background subtraction as shown in Fig. 4 (b). During reconstruction

the pixels from the silhouette and the occlusion mask are back-projected such that all resulting pixel

cones form the visual cone of one camera view. Binary occlusion masks can be created manually

or with help of an iterative learning method.18, 19 In previous works we generated occlusion masks

from dynamic known obstacles like a robot, by rendering the robots geometry online into the

camera images with help of the known robot configuration. This can be used for image-based
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collision detection20 or distance computation21, 22 in surveillance scenes.

Occlusion masks ensure that all objects in the scene are located inside the visual hull (given

ideal silhouettes for the visible part of the objects), but they also lead to additional empty volumes

that are reconstructed as well, shown in Fig. 4 (b). Such volumes are called pseudo objects or ghost

volumes in literature. We published another solution.4 Geometric models of all obstacles in the

scene are used to create for each camera a depth image, which determines the free space up to the

surfaces of the obstacles similar to a range sensor. This enables a better geometric approximation

than with the occlusion masks, as shown in Fig. 4 (c). More other solutions exist, e.g. Reference

(Ref.)23 However, we apply our approach from Ref.,4 which incorporates the maximum knowledge

about the geometry of known obstacles and offers at the same time a conservative reconstruction

of the visual hull.

2.2 Photo Hull

In comparison to the SfS methods (visual hull), the reconstruction of a photo hull is based on

an alternative reconstruction principle, namely the color reconstruction.24 This principle also is

known as space carving14 or voxel carving. The color information of the images controls the

reconstruction process and is directly assigned to the voxels in 3D space, which results in a colored

voxel representation of the object’s geometry. The process of reconstruction starts with a fully

occupied voxel space. Visible voxels are carved iteratively until the object’s surface is reached.

A voxel is visible in a pixel if no other occupied voxel is in front of that voxel from the camera’s

point of view. The visibility of a voxel might change with every carved voxel in the voxelspace and

thus has to be determined again in each iteration (visibility test). The decision for carving a visible

voxel is based on the concept of color consistency. A voxel is consistent if the respecting pixels of
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Fig 5 Principle of the color consistency test shown for two cameras and a voxel (small black circle):25 (a) The two
cameras capture the same color (blue). Thus it is assumed that the voxel must lie on the surface of the reconstructed
object. The voxel is not carved. (b) The two cameras capture different colors in the voxel (red and green). It is assumed
that the voxel is not part of the object’s surface. The voxel is carved (marked transparent).

all cameras for which it is visible have the same color, otherwise it is carved. The color consistency

test is shown in Fig. 5. An overview of different consistency criteria, e.g. the maximum norm, can

be found in Ref.26 The reconstruction result is supposed to reproduce the original images when

projected into the cameras (criteria of photo integrity). The photo hull might produce a tighter (and

thus possibly better) reconstruction of the object’s geometry than the visual hull (shown in Fig. 6).

A drawback is that the photo integrity can be fulfilled for different object geometries at the same

time, which results in ambiguities in the reconstruction, shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b). More cameras

might help in solving this ambiguity problem, but it also strongly depends on the color properties of

the object as well as the applied color consistency criterion and the related thresholds. Concerning

the lighting condition of the scene, typically a Lambertian reflection is assumed (diffuse lighting),

which means that the color of a surface appears similar from different viewpoints (approaches exist

that relax this assumption).

The bottleneck of voxel carving is the required visibility test in each iteration, which is time

consuming, so that long time voxel carving was deemed inapplicable in real-time scenarios due to

frame rates of several minutes.26 However, modern graphics hardware promises new possibilities
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Fig 6 Reconstruction of a photo hull and ambiguity:14 The photo integrity can be fulfilled for different objects. Both
photo hulls from (a) and (b) generate the same images and lead to an ambiguity. Nevertheless, the photo hull might
provide a better geometrical approximation than the visual hull, shown in (c).

for accelerating the photo hull computation as provided by Ref.27 and focused in this paper. Differ-

ent concepts of voxel carving distinguish in the determination of the visibility. A naive and simple

algorithm with high computation cost is proposed in Ref.25 This cost can strongly be reduced by

introducing a limitation to the camera positions, called ordinal visibility constraint,24 shown in Fig.

7 (a). All cameras have to be placed behind a parting plane so that the voxels can be processed in

a fixed order in one iteration. Disadvantageous is the incomplete reconstruction due to insufficient

perspectives. In comparison, algorithms of the partial visibility space carving (PVSC) and full vis-

ibility space carving (FVSC)26 apply a sweep subsequently along all three coordinate axes of the

voxelspace in positive and negative directions, beginning from the external borders, as shown in

Fig. 7 (b). Only the active cameras of the current sweep plane are incorporated in the consistency

test. An exact computation with arbitrary camera placement is provided with the generalized voxel

coloring (GVC).5 The algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.7. The visibility of the voxels is managed

with help of a surface voxel list (SVL), shown in Fig. 8. The GVC-IB approach projects in each

iteration all voxels of the SVL into the cameras and saves the closest and thus visible voxel for

each pixel in an item buffer (IB). The consistency of each voxel from the SVL is determined by
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Fig 7 Voxel visibility: (a) Camera configurations with top down view rotating around the object fulfill the Ordinal-
Visibility-Constraint.24 No explicit visibility test is required and the voxelspace can be processed in one iteration. (b)
The visibility of the voxels is determined in the PVSC and FVSC algorithms by sweeping the voxelspace along its
axes in six directions in each iteration.

the use of the assigned pixels from the item buffer. Whenever a voxel from the SVL is carved, it is

replaced by its uncarved neighbors. This is repeated until all voxels in the SVL are consistent. A

disadvantage is that the voxels of the SVL permanently have to be projected into the cameras. An

improvement of the computation time can be achieved by using sorted linked lists as in the gener-

alized voxel coloring - layered depth images method (GVC-LDI),5 but the algorithmic complexity

and the memory usage are increasing.

(Hardware) Acceleration: In Ref.28 the use of texture mapping for fast voxel-pixel projec-

tions is suggested. Also, a coarse-to-fine approach e.g. with octree structures as well as temporal

coherence for image sequences is recommended. Plenty approaches have been developed to ac-

celerate the processing of the visual hull and the photo hull that often follow these fundamental

ideas (partially also the presented references). For instance, a current octree-based visual hull is

proposed in Ref.29 In Ref.30 a texture mapping is applied in combination with an octree and a

multiple-sweep-space-carving similar to the PVSC approach for creating a photo hull. Another

photo hull approach uses raycasting to reduce the computation time of voxel-pixel projections.31

20 to 30 cameras were used and computation times of 700 seconds could be reached with the for-
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Fig 8 Voxel visibility:5 Illustration of the data structures for the surface visibility list applied in the GVC algorithms
(a) Item-Buffer and (b) Layered-Depth-Images.

mer hardware. Many other approaches provide solutions that focus on the rendering of new virtual

perspectives (e.g. by applying the ordinal visibility constraint) without the execution of an explicit

reconstruction (which is our concern). One method that comes close to our work is provided in

Ref.27 A modern graphics board is used to compute segmented images, the visual hull (via vertex

shader), and the photo hull (via fragment shader). A multi-sweep approach that employs a raycast-

ing step with early-ray-termination as well as an heuristic approach is applied for determining the

visibility of the voxels, whereas only the voxel center is projected to the images. For a voxelspace

of size 94× 94× 113 and eight FireWire cameras with a resolution of 1024× 768 a frame rate of

33 fps is achieved.

So far, to our knowledge, the existing (accelerated) approaches lack at minimum in one of the

following aspects: 1. Explicit consideration of occluding obstacles. This is required when applying

a background subtraction for scenes with obstacles. 2. Projection of the complete voxel volumes to

the images, instead of using the voxel center27 or another simplification.15 This is required to gain

a higher quality of the reconstruction. 3. Computation of exact voxel visibilities. This is required

for the use of arbitrary camera placements in voxel carving. In our approach (Sec. 3) we combine

existing concepts (partially from own former works) and provide GPU algorithms that consider all

of these aspects.
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3 Our Approach

In this Section we describe our GPU algorithms for a visual hull and a photo hull which overcome

the mentioned drawbacks of the former approaches. For the explicit consideration of occluding

obstacles we adapted our special visual hull algorithm4 and redesigned it for hardware acceleration

on the GPU, described in Sec. 3.1.3. We previously4 used a look-up table holding the voxel-pixel

correspondences of complete voxel volumes similar to Ref.15 In comparison, we apply a GPU-

supported rendering method (e.g. raycasting) in this work in order to be able to process higher

resolutions of the voxelspace and the images. For reconstructing a photo hull (GVC-IB voxel

carving5) on the GPU, we apply a rendering in combination with a transfer function in order to

compute exact voxel visibilities. As consistency criterion we use the likelihood ratio test (LRT),24

because we achieved the best reconstruction quality with it, compared to the ASDT, histogram and

maximum norm,26 in a benchmark test. We make possible the computation of the LRT on the GPU

by applying an incremental computation of the standard deviation. This permits (in combination

with the rendering) a fast parallelization of the incremental photo hull on the GPU. Furthermore, we

integrate the anytime concept6 to allow the termination of the algorithm after a defined maximum

computation time T .

For hardware acceleration we use the OpenGL standard. More details on our approach and the

results can be found in Ref.32 A pseudocode of our reconstruction pipeline is shown in Algorithm

(Alg.) 3.1. All pseudocodes are self-explanatory, so that only few references to those are given in

the text. For better understanding we start with the CPU algorithms before presenting the GPU-

based implementations of the visual hull and the photo hull. An experimental evaluation of those

as well as a comparison of different rendering techniques is provided in the subsequent Sec. 4.
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Algorithm 3.1 Main Function for an accelerated reconstruction of a photo hull
1: procedure MAINFUNCTION(V , Vocc, Vfree, C, O, τ , T )
2: COPYTOGPU(V , C, O, τ , T )
3: Idep ← CREATEDEPTHIMAGESFROMOBSTACLES(C, O) . project obstacles into cameras
4: I ref

col ← CAPTUREIMAGES(C) . capture set of reference images on host
5: while SYSTEMSTOP = false do . do for every time frame
6: Icol ← CAPTUREIMAGES(C) . capture current camera images on host
7: Ibin ← BACKGROUNDSUBTRACTION(Icol, I ref

col) . compute silhouette images on host
8: COPYTOGPU(Icol, Ibin)
9: VVH ← VISUALHULLCONSERVATIVE(V , Vocc, Vfree, C, Ibin, Idep) . visual hull

10: VPH ← PARALLELGVC-IB(VVH, C, Idep, τ , T ,) . refine to photo hull
11: COPYTOHOST(VPH) . pull back from GPU to host
12: use reconstructed photo hull in further processing steps
13: end while
14: end procedure

3.1 Visual Hull

3.1.1 Standard Visual Hull

In general, our reconstruction runs at discrete steps t over a time interval tend − tstart. However, our

computations are not incremental over time. Thus, we improve clarity of the following discussion

by only considering a single step t. There is no loss of generality, and an additional time index

intuitively integrates into subsequent formulas. Our surveillance volume, a subvolume [0, 1]3 ⊂

R3, is discretized by dividing each dimension into a number of equally spaced intervals. This

results in a grid, called voxelspace, where each grid cell (a cube or a cuboid) is a voxel. We define

V = {v1, . . . , v|V |} as a finite set of |V | ∈ N voxels vi. Let λ : V → R3 be a function that

returns the center point rvi = λ(vi) of each voxel. For monitoring the surveillance volume, let

C = {c1, . . . , c|C|} be a finite set of |C| ∈ N calibrated and synchronized color cameras cj . The

function ω : c → R3 returns the position of a camera’s focal point rcj = ω(cj). We assume

a pinhole projection and ignore effects of distortion in the following explanations, though we

considered such effects in processing the images from our real-world scenario. Moreover, for a
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better illustration of our algorithms we omit some implementation details and assume that each

voxel of the voxelspace can be seen from all cameras. Each camera contains a number of sensor

elements, called pixels, defined as a finite set Pcj = {p1, . . . , p|Pcj |} of |Pcj | ∈ N pixels pk ∈ Pcj ,

where the set of all pixels in all cameras is referred to as P = ∪cj∈CPcj . At each time step a camera

cj provides for each pixel discrete data as a map image{col,bin,dep},cj : Pcj → D{col,bin,dep}, where

Dcol = [1, 2m]3 ∈ N3 (color image with m bit color resolution in three channels), Dbin = {0, 1}

(binary image) and Ddep = R (depth image).

Given the color images Icol = {imagecol,c1 , . . . , imagecol,c|C|} of all cameras of the multi-

camera system, a background subtraction is applied that returns a number of segmented binary

silhouette images Ibin = {imagebin,c1 , . . . , imagebin,c|C|}. The background subtraction method

requires a limited number of reference color images, that are captured at a certain time tref, while

no objects of interest are present in the scene. We refer to this step using a set of images I ref
col. We

use a background subtraction method from the OpenCV library33 and accomplish the segmentation

on the host. This can be replaced by any other method (which might be more complex and possibly

adaptive) that is suitable for the reconstruction conditions of the specific environment, e.g. with

changing lighting conditions. After background subtraction, the resulting value of each pk ∈

Pcj is given either as imagebin,cj(pk) = 0 if pk is classified as background or imagebin,cj(pk) =

1 if pk is classified as foreground. The segmented binary silhouette images are used as input

for reconstructing a visual hull. The visual hull (VH) is a set of voxels with VVH ⊂ V that is

reconstructed from a priori unknown humans (objects) in the surveillance volume. Let Φvi,cj ⊂ Pcj

be the set of projection pixels of a voxel vi in camera cj , and Φvi = ∪cj∈C(Φvi,cj). The visual hull
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is composed of all those voxels vi ∈ V for which the Formula (Form.) (1) holds.

∀cj ∈ C : ∀pk ∈ Φvi,cj : imagebin,cj(pk) = 1 (1)

Given the pixel sets Φvi,cj for all voxels, the visual hull can be determined by set operators in

terms of boolean expressions. A simple algorithm for computing the standard visual hull is shown

in Alg. 3.2. A voxel that is carved is discarded. It is empty (free) and not visible anymore.

Algorithm 3.2 Algorithm for a standard visual hull
1: procedure STANDARDVISUALHULL(V , C, Ibin)
2: VVH ← V . initialize visual hull with full voxelspace
3: for all vi ∈ VVH do . for each voxel
4: for all cj ∈ C do . for each camera
5: Φvi,cj ← PROJECTVOXELTOCAM(vi)
6: for all pk ∈ Φvi,cj do . for each projection pixel of voxel
7: if GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Ibin, cj) = 0 then . if pixel is background
8: VVH ← VVH \ {v} . carve voxel
9: end if

10: end for
11: end for
12: end for
13: return VVH . return set of uncarved voxels
14: end procedure

3.1.2 Visual Hull with Occluding Obstacles

For the standard visual hull, projections of objects are assumed to be completely included in the

silhouettes of the |C| segmented images Ibin,cj . This is true (given ideal silhouette images) if the

capturing of reference images was accomplished for an empty surveillance volume. As opposed to

this, static obstacles like tables that are present in advance are not part of the silhouettes and thus are

not reconstructed. Moreover they might occlude partially or completely the objects so that clipped

silhouettes arise. In result Form. (1) is false negative and it is not guaranteed that the remaining
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visual hull contains the complete objects. We provide a solution of this problem in.4 Knowledge of

a priori known static and dynamic occluding obstacles is integrated into the reconstruction process.

In this paper we focus on known static obstacles only. Given O = {o1, . . . , o|O|} as a finite set of

|O| ∈ N a priori known obstacles oq in the surveillance volume, we assume that all those obstacles

are geometrically modeled (in our work as triangle meshes). With help of those models, we create

depth images Idep = {imagedep,c1 , . . . , imagedep,c|C|} in an offline step on the GPU for all cameras

(with the same pixel resolution as the other images). A depth image encodes the maximum free

range of each pixel pk in Pcj . If the pixel pk sees no obstacle, the assigned depth pixel value is

infinite. In the reconstruction process all pixels of a projected voxel are tested for visibility given

their depth values. Only pixels having a free sight to the voxel are permitted to contribute to the

decision of carving (occupation).

Given the position rcj ∈ R3 of the camera cj , the center of a voxel rvi ∈ R3 and a constant

dv ∈ R describing half of the length of the diagonal of a voxel (to be conservative), the Form. (1)

can be extended such that, for all voxels of the visual hull vi ∈ VVH holds:

∀pk ∈ Φvi,cj : (imagebin,cj(pk) = 1) ∨ (|rvi − rcj |+ dv ≥ imagedep,cj(pk)) (2)

Accordingly, all objects and all obstacles are part of the visual hull. The magnitude of the dif-

ference of the position vectors is calculated via L2-Norm and thus corresponds to the distance

between both positions. The algorithm in Fig. 3.2 needs to be adjusted so that Line 7 implements:

(|rvi − rcj |+ dv < imagedep,cj(pk)) ∧ (imagebin,cj(pk) = 0) (3)
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3.1.3 Conservative Visual Hull with Occluding Obstacles

The Formulas (1) and (2) do not account for discretization errors of the voxelspace approximation,

which have an impact on the boundary of the visual hull. Only one projection pixel pk ∈ Φvi,cj of

a camera with value imagebin,cj(pk) = 0 (background) suffices to carve a voxel, though all other

projection pixels might have the value imagebin,cj(pk) = 1 (foreground). In result, the boundary

of the visual hull is formed by voxels that completely project to silhouette pixels in all cameras.

However, to ensure that all parts of objects and obstacles are enclosed by the visual hull, the

following conservative formulation is required. A voxel is only carved if all projection pixels Φvi,cj

of at least one camera are classified as background, whereas no occluded or foreground pixels are

allowed (Form. (4)).

∃cj ∈ C : ∀pk ∈ Φvi,cj : (imagebin,cj(pk) = 0) ∧ (|rvi − rcj |+ dv < imagedep,cj(pk)) (4)

On the other hand, one foreground or one occluded pixel in each camera is sufficient to keep

the voxel in the reconstruction (Form. (5)).

∀cj ∈ C : ∃pk ∈ Φvi,cj : (imagebin,cj(pk) = 1) ∨ (|rvi − rcj |+ dv ≥ imagedep,cj(pk)) (5)

A respective algorithm is shown in Alg. 3.3.

3.1.4 Conservative Visual Hull with Occluding Obstacles on the GPU

After having shown the conservative visual hull with occluding obstacles we present our corre-

sponding implementation on the GPU, shown in Algorithms 3.4 and 3.5.
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Algorithm 3.3 Algorithm for a conservative visual hull with occlusion handling
1: procedure CONSERVATIVEVISUALHULL(V , C, Ibin, Idep)
2: VVH ← V . initialize visual hull with all voxels from voxelspace
3: for all vi ∈ VVH do . for each voxel
4: for all cj ∈ C do . for each camera
5: flag foreground← nil . a flag with three values is required
6: flag occludedPixelExist← false
7: Φvi,cj ← PROJECTVOXELTOCAM(vi)
8: for all pk ∈ Φvi,cj do . for each projection pixel of the voxel
9: if |rvi − rcj |+ dv < GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Idep, cj) then . if voxel is visible

10: if GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Ibin, cj) = 1 then . if pixel is foreground
11: flag foreground← true
12: end if
13: if flag foreground = nil then . if first projection pixel in cj is background
14: flag foreground← false
15: end if
16: else . voxel is not visible in pixel
17: flag occludedPixelExist← true
18: end if
19: end for
20: if (flag foreground = false) ∧ (flag occludedPixelExist = false) then
21: VVH ← VVH \ {vi} . carve voxel
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: return VVH

26: end procedure

All segmented images Ibin and other required data are transferred to the GPU. Each camera is

assigned an ID, given with id : C → {1, . . . , |C|} where id(cj) = j. The computation takes place

sequentially for one camera after the other, sorted by ascending id(cj), but parallel for all pixels.

The process executed for each pixel and each voxel is shown in Alg. 3.5. Each pixel handles all

voxels that are included by its backprojection cone in a sequential way. This is accomplished by

an iterative rendering.
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Algorithm 3.4 Algorithm for a conservative visual hull with occlusion handling on the GPU
1: procedure VISUALHULLCONSERVATIVE(V , Vocc, Vfree, C, Ibin, Idep)
2: for from l← ID(c)= 1 to ID(c)= |C| step 1 do . sequentially with ascending camera id
3: parallel for all pk ∈ Pcj do . parallel for all pixels
4: vi ← GETFIRSTVOXELPROJECTINGTOPIXEL(pk, V ) . render closest voxel
5: while vi ∈ V do
6: vocc ← GETVOXELOCC(vi), vfree ← GETVOXELFREE(vi)
7: PROCESSVOXELINPIXEL(vocc, vfree, pk, cj, Ibin, Idep)
8: vi ← GETNEXTVOXELPROJECTINGTOPIXEL(vi, pk, V )
9: end while

10: end parallel for
11: end for
12: VVH ← ANALYZEVOXELVALUES(Vocc,Vfree) . gather all occupied voxels
13: return VVH

14: end procedure

Algorithm 3.5 Algorithm for processing each pixel in parallel
1: procedure PROCESSVOXELINPIXEL(vocc, vfree, pk, cj, Ibin, Idep)
2: if VALUE(vocc) ≥ VALUE(vfree) ∨ VALUE(vfree) = ID(cj) then
3: if (GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Ibin, cj) = 1 ∨ . if pixel is foreground
4: |rvi − rcj |+ dv ≥ GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Idep, cj) ) then . if voxel is occluded
5: VALUE(vocc) = ID(cj)
6: else . if voxel is visible and pixel is background
7: VALUE(vfree) = ID(cj)
8: end if
9: end if

10: end procedure

We create two equal sized voxelspaces Vfree and Vocc that have the properties of the original

voxelspace. Each voxel is initialized with 0 and holds a single camera ID after processing. This

ID is obtained by the functions valuez : V → {0} ∪ {1, . . . , |C|} over the iteration steps z, where

value value0(vi) = 0 and value of iteration z + 1 derives as shown in pseudocode Alg. 3.5.

Basically, every voxel gets for each projection pixel an entry of at least one camera ID in either

Vfree or Vocc. The pixel-parallelism is ensured by the special construction of the condition in Alg.

3.5, Line 2. Possible mixes of read and write operations on the voxel space do not matter, because

after the processing of a camera (the outer loop), a memory barrier is employed, that ensures
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value(vocc) < value(vfree)
Camera id(cj) = |C| or a previous processed camera contains only free pixels. One camera that
sees the voxel completely as free is sufficient to carve the voxel. Thus the voxel is free.
value(vocc) ≥ value(vfree)
At least one occupied or occluded pixel was recorded for the last camera id(cj) = |C|. This
indicates that no previous camera sees the voxel completely as free. The voxel is occupied.

Table 1 Final values of each voxel in Vfree and Vocc and the resulting voxel occupation.

synchronization. All pixels that are part of an object’s silhouette or that are not able to see the

voxel due to occlusions generate an entry in Vocc (Alg. 3.5, Line 5). All the other projection pixels

generate an entry in Vfree. To carve a voxel (mark as free), it sufficies that the voxel is complety

background and not occluded in all projection pixels of one camera. The condition of Line 2 in Alg.

3.5 is constructed so that it is never true for the following cameras, after being fulfilled once for

a camera. The final visual hull corresponds to all voxels classified as occupied. The classification

of each voxel can be captured by comparing its entrys of Vocc and Vfree in a postprocessing step, as

shown in Table 1 (see also Alg. 3.5, Line 12).

Hitherto, objects and occluding obstacles are part of the visual hull. However, currently we

consider scenarios with static obstacles, whereby parts of the visual hull remain constant for every

time step t of the image sequence. For the subsequent computation of the photo hull we decided to

ignore the constant parts (which might be computed once in an offline step) and concentrate on the

reconstruction of the changing environment (humans). The static parts can be added to the online

reconstruction result in a postprocessing step. For this reason a modified algorithm is shown in

Alg. 3.6. The difference is that occluded pixels are now ignored completely (Lines 2 and 3). The

resulting values of the two voxelspaces Vfree or Vocc have to be interpreted as shown in Table 2.
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Algorithm 3.6 Algorithm for a conservative visual hull with occlusion handling on the GPU. Static
Obstacles are not reconstructed.

1: procedure PROCESSVOXELINPIXEL(vi, pk, cj , Ibin, Idep)
2: if |rvi − rcj |+ dv ≥ GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Idep, cj) then
3: return
4: end if
5: if VALUE(vocc) ≥ VALUE(vfree) ∨ VALUE(vfree) = ID(cj) then
6: if GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Ibin) = 1 then
7: VALUE(vocc) = ID(cj)
8: else
9: VALUE(vfree) = ID(cj)

10: end if
11: end if
12: end procedure

value(vocc) < value(vfree)
Camera id(cj) = |C| or a previous camera contains only free pixels besides possibly occluded
pixels. At least one camera sees the voxel completely as free. This is sufficient to carve the voxel.
Thus the voxel is free.
(value(vocc) ≥ value(vfree)) ∧ (value(vocc) > 0)
At least one occupied pixel was recorded for the last camera id(cj) = |C|. This indicates that no
previous camera sees the voxel as free. The voxel is occupied.
(value(vocc) = 0) ∧ (value(vfree) = 0)
The voxel is occluded in all corresponding projection pixels of all cameras. The voxel is free.

Table 2 Final values of each voxel in Vfree and Vocc and the resulting voxel occupation. Static obstacles are not
reconstructed.

3.2 Photo Hull

Our GPU algorithm for reconstructing a photo hull can be found in Alg. 3.8. It is derived from the

generalized voxel coloring with item buffer (GVC-IB approach) of Ref.,5 which will be presented

before discussing the details of our adaptation.

The algorithm of the GVC-IB approach is shown in Alg. 3.7 and works as follows. At the

beginning of each iteration the surface voxels are determined and stored in the dynamic surface

visibility list (SVL) as shown in Fig. 8 (a), Sec.2.2. In the first iteration the SVL contains all outer

voxels of the voxelspace or the outer voxels of the visual hull if used as input data.
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Algorithm 3.7 Algorithm of the GVC-IB5 with likelihood ratio test (LRT) as consistency criterion
1: procedure GVC-IB(V , Icol, τ )
2: VPH ← V
3: L← DETERMINESVL(VPH) . determine initial surface visibility list (SVL)
4: repeat
5: for all vi ∈ L do . for all voxels of the SVL
6: Ψvi ← VISIBILITY(vi) . gather projection pixels that view a voxel
7: µvi ← COMPUTEMEANCOLOR(Ψvi , Icol)
8: val← COMPUTELRT(µvi ,Ψvi) . compute value for color consistency test
9: if val < τ then . color is consistent

10: COLOR(vi)← µvi . maintain voxel and add pixel color to voxel
11: else . color is not consistent
12: VPH ← VPH \ {vi} . carve voxel
13: L← UPDATESVL(L) . remove voxel from SVL and add its neighbours
14: end if
15: end for
16: until no voxel is carved
17: return VPH

18: end procedure

For each surface voxel from the list, the color consistency test is conducted to decide whether

the voxel is located on an object’s surface. This is assumed to be true if all pixels in which the voxel

is visible have the same color. The voxel remains uncarved in this case (classified as occupied),

otherwise the voxel is carved and replaced in the SVL by the next potential surface voxels. The

pixels for that a voxel is visible are determined via a visibility test (in this work an adaptation of a

SVL and image item-buffers, as shown in Fig. 8). As implementation of a visibility test we define

the function visibility : V → 2P where visibility(vi) of a voxel vi is the set Ψvi ⊂ Φvi of all

pixels that have a free sight to that voxel and thus capture the voxel’s color.

The SVL of the GVC-IB is applied in order to reduce the amount of voxel projections. How-

ever, an implementation of such a dynamic list on the GPU is hard to realize and allows elements

only to be inserted or deleted in a sequential way. Thus, we replace the SVL and utilize an effi-

cient GPU rendering technique, discussed in Sec. 4.1. Therewith in each iteration all the currently
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occupied voxels VPH of the voxelspace V are projected into the cameras, while applying a visi-

bility transfer function to each voxel (Form. (6)), similar to the volume rendering used in other

application fields.

Let idx : V → N3 be a function that returns a tupel of indices (idx(vi)
(1), idx(vi)

(2), idx(vi)
(3))

for the grid position of a voxel vi and let imagevis,cj : Pcj → N3 × {0, 1} be a map of a pixel to

virtual pixel data for each camera cj . Then, we have the visibility images (VI) of all cameras of

the multi-camera system as Ivis = {imagevis,c1 , . . . , imagevis,c|C|}. The value of each pixel in a

visibility image is given by a function transferpk : V → N3 × {0, 1} that maps a voxel’s indices

to the color channels of the image and adds an occupation value of {0,1}, indicating that a voxel is

occupied (= 1) or free (= 0) (we store this value in the alpha channel of the image). The resulting

value of each pk is given with the transfer function as following:

transferpk(vi) =



(idx(vi)
(1), idx(vi)

(2), idx(vi)
(3), 1) if vi ∈ VPH ∧ pk ∈ Φvi,cj ∧

|rvi − rcj |+ dv < imagedep,cj(pk)

(0, 0, 0, 0) else

(6)

As our visual hull contains objects but no obstacles, additionally we have to consider the occlusions

in Form. (6) by applying the information of the depth images similar to the usage in the visual hull

algorithm. The rendering in each pixel terminates after drawing the first visible occupied voxel.

This is realized as shown for a raycasting in Alg. 3.9. After rendering in each iteration, the resulting

color values of each pixel pk encode the coordinates of the closest visible voxel (Alg. 3.8, Line 8).

This equals the projection of the SVL into the cameras. In our case the initial occupation of each

voxel is determined by the computed visual hull from the previous step (Alg. 3.8, Line 4).
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Algorithm 3.8 Algorithm for the accelerated GVC-IB on the GPU
1: procedure PARALLELGVC-IB(VVH, C, Icol, Idep, τ , T )
2: VPH ← VVH

3: for all vi ∈ VPH do
4: OCCUPATION(vi, true) . initialize all input voxels as occupied
5: end for
6: s← TIME . get current time
7: while TIME −s < T do . reconstruct for defined duration (anytime concept)
8: Ivis ← RENDERVISIBILITYIMAGES(VPH, Idep) . render closest occupied voxels
9: for all cj ∈ C do . for all cameras

10: parallel for all pk ∈ Pcj do . for all pixels in visibility image
11: vi ← GETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Ivis, cj) . get voxel that is visible in pixel
12: µn

vi
← UPDATEMEANCOLOR(vi, Icol, cj , pk) . update color mean

13: σn
vi
← UPDATESTANDARDDEVIATION(vi, µn

vi
) . update standard deviation

14: if ((n− 1)/n) · (n · (σvi)2) < τ then . if color is consistent
15: SETCOLOR(vi, µn

vi
) . set new voxel color

16: else . color is not consistent
17: OCCUPATION(vi, false) . carve voxel by setting its state to not occupied
18: end if
19: end parallel for
20: end for
21: end while
22: VPH ← ANALYZEVOXELVALUES(VPH) . gather all occupied voxels
23: end procedure

Each carved voxel (Alg. 3.8, Line 17) gets an entry of being not occupied (free), so that it

will not be rendered in the next iteration anymore. The result of the rendering in each iteration

is stored in so called visibility images (VI). By having encoded the current visible voxel in each

pixel, a parallel processing of the pixels is reasonable for the consistency test in each carving

iteration. The likelihood ratio test (LRT) is applied as consistency criterion, because we achieved

the best qualitative results in a benchmark test. The LRT employs the standard deviation σvi ∈ R3.

Uncarved (occupied) voxels are colored with the average value µvi ∈ R3 that are assigned to each

voxel, given the projection pixels Ψvi of all cameras for that the voxel is visible. The color of each

pixel pk ∈ Ψvi is defined as uk = imagecol,cj(pk). The mean value of the pixel colors µvi that
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belong to a voxel and the associated standard deviation σvi is calculated incrementally to avoid

dynamic data structures, too.

Algorithm 3.9 Algorithm for rendering the visibility images with a raycasting
1: procedure RENDERVISIBILITYIMAGES(V , VVH, C, Idep, Ivis)
2: for all cj ∈ C do
3: parallel for all pk ∈ Pcj do
4: color ← 0
5: Vray ← GETVOXELSALONGRAY(pk, V )
6: while color = 0 do . stop after rendering the first occupied voxel
7: vi ← GETNEXTVOXEL(Vray)
8: color ← GETVALUEFROMTRANSFERFUNCTION(vi, pk, cj , VPH, Idep)
9: end while

10: SETIMAGEVALUE(pk, Ivis, cj , color) . pixel contains next possible surface voxel
11: end parallel for
12: end for
13: end procedure

The original definition of the mean value requires all n = |Ψvi | elements uk in advance.

µvi =
1

n

n∑
k=1

uk (7)

This can be replaced by the following incremental Equation:

µn
vi

=
1

n
(un − µn−1

vi
) + µn−1

vi
(8)

The original definition of the standard deviation is:

σn
vi

=

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
k=1

(uk − µvi)
2 (9)
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Its incremental equivalent can be expressed as in:34

n · (σn
vi

)2 = (n− 1) · (σn−1
vi

)2 + n · (n− 1) · (µn
vi
− µn−1

vi
)2 (10)

We define the functions f : R → R and g : R → R. As can be seen from the Formula, the

computation of n · (σn
vi

)2 requires the evaluation of a monotonic expression following the form

of f(n) = f(n − 1) + X , X > 0. Similarly, the function g(n) = 1 − 1/n = (n − 1)/n is

monotonic when n > 0. The product of these two functions g(n) · f(n) will be monotonic as well.

A combination of Form. (10) with the definition for the consistency test lrt : R → R, which is

given as lrt = (n − 1) · (σvi)2, yields a function following the form of g(n) · f(n). As such, lrt

can be computed incrementally using the following term, which is monotonously increasing in n:

lrt(n) =

(
n− 1

n

)
·

(
n · (σn

vi
)2

)
(11)

Due to this adaptation, the consistency test can now be accomplished parallel for all pixels in each

iteration. Whenever lrt(n) > τ , the voxel can be carved immediately as it can not become smaller

anymore due to its monotony. Solely the update of µvi and n · (σvi)2 requires a common access. As

a repeated carving does not influence the result, a synchronization only is required for accessing

the values of the same voxel, which is realized by the use of spin-locks. Due to the high amount

of pixels a parallel processing is guaranteed anyhow. A further challenge is the loop condition

“until no voxel is carved” of the GVC-IB (Fig. 3.7, Line 16) because this requires a feedback of

the graphics board that currently only can be realized with a trick.35 Moreover the computation

time of the photo hull varys depending on the content of the scene. Thus we require a bound for the
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maximal computation time. Therefore we apply the concept of an anytime algorithm6 to the photo

hull. After initialization, such algorithms can be interrupted at any time while providing a correct

result. The quality of the result improves as function of the time. We define an upper bound of

processing time in which at minimum one iteration can be accomplished, so that a colored visual

hull is guaranteed in worst case and a refined photo hull is provided in the best case. It should be

noted that the obtainable quality of the photo hull is limited mainly due to the properties of the

reconstructed objects as well as the experimental setup (e.g. number and perspectives of cameras).

4 Results

All experiments were accomplished with a graphics board of type AMD Radeon HD 7970 with

3GB RAM. The proprietary AMD driver “fglrx” (Catalyst) in version 12.104 was employed and the

operating system was OpenSUSE 12.3. The processor was of type AMD FX-8350 Octocore, with

4 GHz clock and 32GB RAM. Due to the intensive utilization of the graphics board the number of

cores is irrelevant. We chose a fix camera resolution of 640× 480 pixels for all experiments.

4.1 Analysis of the Rendering Methods

As we have already stated, a fast and efficient computation of the complete voxel-pixel projections

that are required in the presented algorithms can be realized by employing a GPU-based rendering

method. We render the voxelspace in the camera views by considering the camera properties (focal

point, distortion etc.) so that each pixel encodes in its RGB values the coordinates of the visible

voxel. Two groups of approaches for efficient rendering methods are available, namely texture

mapping and raycasting. Texture mapping36, 37 utilizes the ability of graphic boards for surface

texturing. It interprets volumes to be rendered, e.g. the voxelspace, as a pack of images (layers),
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(a) (b)

Fig 9 Texture mapping: orientation of the layers with respect to the rendering view.36 (a) The rendering view is aligned
parallel to the layers. (b) The rendering view is rather orthogonal to the layers and produces more artefacts.

that are rendered individually. For a fast computation the complete layers are rendered instead of

single voxels. The layers are projected as texture to locally shifted polygons. When activating

blending or an explicit discarding (not required in this work), layers that are farther away become

visible in pixels that are empty or semitransparent. For the viewer a spatial image impression

is originated. The therefor used layers are called proxy geometry. The work mainly comprises

mapping of textures and blending of layers. The quality strongly depends on the distance between

the layers as well as the orientation of the layers with respect to the rendering view, as shown in

Fig. 9. Larger distances lead to aliasing effects and wrong voxel-pixel mappings. To avoid aliasing

effects we insert layers parallel to each coordinate axis as shown in Fig. 10.

In comparison, the standard raycasting determines the visible voxel in each pixel by following

the back-projected ”viewing ray” until an occupied voxel is intersected (ray marching). The ray is

sampled at discrete points with an equal step size. Different optimizations exist for accelerations,

e.g. empty-space-skipping.38 Aliasing effects caused by the discrete ray marching are avoided

by the optimization of Amanatides.39 The intersections of the ray with the voxels are analytical

computed. The transitions of the ray from one voxel to the other is provided without a loss of

processing speed. We compare the texture mapping with the standard raycasting, the Amanatides
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Fig 10 Exact texture mapping for a voxelspace. From left to right: occupied voxels, rendering in directions: +y, -y, -x,
+x, final image of the voxels

raycasting as well as an OpenCL compute shader implementation of the Amanatides algorithm.

For analyzing the computation time of these rendering approaches, we created a test case (in-

dependent of the reconstruction methods) in which different voxelspaces were projected to the

camera images. The voxelspace resolution was varied from 1003 to 3503 in steps of 503. We varied

the occupation of the voxelspaces from 1 % to 100% by randomly placing spheres and counting

the filled voxels until the desired occupation was achieved.

Fig. 11 shows one result that is characteristic for all results. Beginning with unsegmented

images (continuous lines): The texture mapping is worst in all cases. Although it employs most

the given hardware functions for vertices, there is much overhead while projecting layers that are

not visible into the cameras. The standard raycasting approach with fix step size as well as the

optimization of Amanatides39 produce similar results. The cost for calculating the intersection

points of the viewing rays with the voxels (for reducing the number of steps) are opposed to the

cost of more required iterations in the standard raycasting.

Obviously, the frame rates increase with higher voxel occupations for all methods. This is

caused by in average shorter ray marching distances up to the intersection with an occupied voxel.

The frame rates significantly improved when using the compute shader implementation of the

Amanatides method. This means that the usage of the full OpenGL pipeline in the vertex- and

fragment-shader based raycasting methods is not reasonable due to the arising overhead.
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Fig 11 Computation times of different rendering methods for a varying occupation of the voxelspace.

For each method and parameter combination the influence of segmented silhouette images is

examined (dotted lines) as such are used for the reconstruction of the visual hull. The silhouette

creation time is not included in the measurements. As expected, all raycasting methods benefit

from the resulting skipping of pixels that are located outside the silhouette. This leads additionally

to a decreasing computation time for little voxelspace occupations with almost no pixels to process.

The efficiency of the texture mapping cannot be increased, because all layers have to be rendered

regardless.

We evaluated the quality of the rendering methods by comparing the results with a naive ren-

dering that renders for each single voxel 12 triangles in the image. Although this method is less

efficient than the others, it can be handled as ground truth, since it does not apply numerical ap-

proximations and returns results of best quality, which we also verified on the CPU for voxelspaces

of low resolution. We measured the absolute number of wrong pixels and the average deviation for

the actual voxel positions encoded in the pixel from the target voxels. The Manhattan distance is

caculated between each pair of coordinates from actual voxel and target voxel.
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Fig 12 Absolute number of wrong pixels compared to a naive rendering.

An example measurement for a voxelspace of size 2003 is shown in Fig. 12 and 13. As the

compute shader implementation of the Amanatides does not yield a difference in the quality, the

graph is identical to Amanatides and thus not shown in the Figures. Also the usage of segmented

silhouette images has no influence on the quality and is not examined in this experiment.

The standard raycasting method produces the worst results. The voxel rendering is imprecise

for 2.4 percent of all pixels. Even a ray marching step width of 1/5th of the shortest voxel edge

results in numerous wrong assignments of voxels to pixels with an average of 8 voxels (Fig. 13).

This can influence the carving decision in the photo hull algorithm as the photo consistency test

might be accomplished with wrong colors for these voxels. The Amanatides rendering achieves the

best results with just 0.08 % wrong pixels (Fig. 12). The error can be neglected. An improvement

of more than factor 10 in comparison to the raycasting can be expected. Also, the average deviation

of 2...3 voxels is significantly lower for the Amanatides algorithm (Fig. 13) as for the raycasting.

The texture mapping is a little worse than the Amanatides algorithms in the overall number of

wrong assignments (not visible by eye), because it is completely conducted on the graphics board,
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Fig 13 Average Manhattan distance between rendered actual voxels and target voxels.

which is optimized in speed and not in accuracy. The average deviation is similar to the Amanatides

algorithms.

In summary, the compute shader implementation of the Amanatides method achieved the best

results in both computation time (rendering of 2000 images per second) and quality. Hence, this

rendering method was applied in the following experiments.

4.2 Analysis of the Photo Hull

The complete reconstruction pipeline was tested with image sequences of a real work cell as shown

with seven calibrated2 cameras of resolution 640× 480 of type “Unibrain Fire-i400” and aperture

angle of 120 degrees. Each camera is connected with a separate front-end processor that captures

the frames and transfers the images via gigabit network to a main processor, which accomplishes

the reconstruction. Image sequences with up to 4260 frames have been examined. All frames were

used to produce the average results shown in the following Figures. Two or three persons with

colored overalls (for better background subtraction) are moving in the cell that contains several
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Fig 14 Color images and silhouette images from background subtraction. Shown is our work cell with three different
camera views. The results of the background subtraction are not always ideal.

occluding static obstacles, e.g. a robot, as shown in Fig. 14, which are modeled in 3D with

triangle meshes and used to create depth images that are integrated in the reconstruction process for

occlusion handling. The spatial extent of the voxelspace is chosen such that the work cell is filled

completely, but walls, ceiling and cameras are not touched and thus not modeled. Additionally we

examined the reconstruction results with a perfect ground truth and undistorted images given by

a simulation of the work cell with one person moving around. First, we determined a fix upper

bound of 800 ms for computing the photo hull in some tests. That bound was selected because

after elapsing that time, only little amount of voxels were carved, so that a further improvement

of the reconstruction quality was negligible. Afterwards we examined the number of iterations

that could be accomplished for the given limitation in processing time by varying the voxelspace

resolutions (1003 up to 3003) with a step size of 503 and the number of cameras. The results are

shown in Fig. 15.

By increasing the number of cameras by 75 percent (4 up to 7), the number of iterations re-

duced from 650 to 500, which are 23 percent less iterations. On the other hand, an enhancement
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Fig 15 Iterations of the photo hull for: (a) a varying number of cameras and (b) different voxelspace resolutions.

of the voxelspace resolution from 2003 to 2503 voxels results in a reduction of the number of itera-

tions from 350 to 250 (28 percent). Surprisingly, the influence of the number of cameras is similar

to the resolution of the voxelspace for the selected parameters, though the calculation of the photo

consistency is done iteratively per image and should mainly depend on the number of cameras. A

large part of the computation time (up to 50% for 3003 voxels) is required for “preparation” and

“resetting” the data structures. This is shown in Fig. 16 for the chosen 800 ms processing time.

After each frame, the voxel data structures Vfree and Vocc have to be zeroed. Also, a reset is accom-

plished at the end of each iteration for the counter that is used for the incremental computation of

the consistency test (LRT). This is accomplished for every voxel, so that the number of cameras is

irrelevant, whereas an increase of the duration with the voxelspace resolution can be noticed from
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Fig 16 Duration of the single computation steps of the photo hull given different voxelspace resolutions: (a) Average
results over all cameras and all iterations. (b) Average results over all cameras for a single iteration.

Fig. 16. The used OpenGL standard of version 4.2 did not enable a better way for handling the

preparation and reset accesses, but newer versions of OpenGL (version 4.440 or 4.5) should provide

a more efficient handling. The computation time for rendering and updating the consistency of the

single voxels also increases as expected with the voxelspace resolution (see “rendering” in Fig.

16). This correlation can be explained by the usage of the Amanatides raycasting as the step size

for determination of the intersection points of viewing rays and voxels is adapted to the voxel size

and thus to the voxelspace resolution.

Another experiment aimed in the applicability of the approach to our real-world work cell of

40 m3 with 7 cameras and a selected voxelspace resolution of 2003, with voxel side lengths of

21.5, 19 and 12 mm each. We wanted to find out the highest frame rate with acceptable result.

First, we determined the optimal threshold of τ = 7.5 for the LRT consistency test given 800 ms

processing time (see Fig. 17). to get the best quality. Afterwards we reduced the computation

time. As most voxels are carved within the first 200 ms, the slight refinements afterwards can be

omitted. The achievable computation times are shown in Table 3. The values were averaged over
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Fig 17 Influence of the threshold for the LRT consistency test on the reconstruction quality. (a) Threshold is too low.
The reconstruction is incomplete. (b) Good Threshold. All important details are maintained. (c) Threshold is too high.
More Voxel are kept than necessary.

the first 200 frames for each sequence. A reconstruction performance of more than four frames per

seconds could be reached for our scenario. For our sequences, the number of persons did not lead

to a significant difference in computation time.

Sequence Persons Visual Hull Photo Hull Total

Iteration Total Time fps
Simulation 1 22 ms 8.2 ms 200 ms 222 ms 4,5

Real-world 1 2 29 ms 5.1 ms 200 ms 229 ms 4,3

Real-world 2 3 28 ms 8.1 ms 200 ms 228 ms 4,4

Table 3 Computation times for the visual hull and the photo hull averaged over the first 200 frames for each sequence.
The total processing time of the photo hull was limited to 200ms. An online reconstruction of more than 4 frames per
second (fps) can be expected for the given scenario.

Finally, we examined the quality of the photo hull. The photo integrity of Seitz and Dyer,24

which demands that the projection of the reconstruction into the cameras reproduces the original

images is mainly fulfilled, as shown in Fig. 18 and 19. Occluders are partially reconstructed, which

might be caused due to discretization errors, an imprecise camera calibration, imprecise modeled

obstacles or just artefacts from background subtraction. These effects occur less in the simulation

sequence, shown in Fig. 19.
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Fig 18 Photo hull reconstruction of the real work cell: (a) Reconstruction results. (b) Input camera images with
silhouettes from background subtraction. (c) Analysis of the objects’ contours. Red pixels mark areas that are missing
in the reconstruction. Green pixels mark areas that are reconstructed falsely. Artefacts occur due to discretization
errors, an imprecise camera calibration and other distortions.

A further demand that is required for a high quality reconstruction of the photo hull,24 is the

broad viewpoint coverage of the camera sensors. Since we only apply 7 cameras, as expected, the

reconstruction results suffer on the cell borders and other areas, where only little sensoric covering

exists. This is shown in Fig. 20 (bottom). Nevertheless, the results in the center of the work cell

are sufficient for our purpose, as shown in 20 (top).

5 Conclusions

We examined a photo hull algorithm for the online reconstruction of humans in environments that

are characterized by the presence of occluding obstacles as well as a rather little amount of incor-

porated cameras. A new GPU implementation of the GVC-IB approach5 is presented. Therefore

an incremental calculation of the LRT consistency criterion is integrated. The termination of the
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Fig 19 Photo hull reconstruction of the simulation sequence. Less distortions influence the reconstruction result.

algorithm is managed with the anytime concept of Ref.6 The input of the photo hull is a visual

hull reconstruction. For the GPU we redesigned our visual hull algorithm, presented in Ref.,4 that

can handle conservatively known occluding obstacles. We analyzed different rendering techniques

(texture mapping and raycasting approaches) for computing the required voxel-pixel projections.

Our compute shader implementation of the Amanatides algorithm39 yielded the best results con-

cerning computation time and quality. Thus, the OpenGL pipeline is partially dispensable. A com-

parative implementation in OpenCL would be interesting. We examined the computation times

depending on variations of the voxelspace resolution and amount of cameras.

A strong dependency on the amount of voxels was detected caused by expensive memory

accesses for the voxels required during data structure preparation. This might be improved with

newer OpenGL versions. We figured out that 200ms as upper bound for computing the photo hull

(about 50 iterations) is sufficient for our scenario. An overall frame rate of 4.4fps can be reached.

Furthermore, we examined the quality of the photo hull. The geometrical approximation of the

visual hull could not be visibly improved for the given scenario with only 7 cameras and occluding

obstacles. Nevertheless, the aimed colorization of the reconstruction fulfills the photo integrity

assumption. In future work, we want to evaluate our GPU-based photo hull in the context of a

large-scale robotics framework for real-time robotics applications.41
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Fig 20 Further reconstruction results of our real-world scenario from different views (top). Reconstruction artefacts at
the cell borders, where the viewpoint coverage is insufficient (bottom).
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